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Abstract: Positioning problem of solid object is happened at the last step of material handling when 
we let the object reach for goal point. In the material handling with grasping by position"controled 
manipulator， the sti質問自由 of grasping is reduced to avoid collision problem which is happened at 
the moment of grasping generally. Howev邑rthis makes the accuracy of positioning poor at the last 
step. In this paper， w告 makeatte工ltionto sliding movement of an object on horizontal plane with 
non"linear企ictionwhich enable stable contact between the object and manipulator and report th告
way of positioning by sliding th邑 objecton honzontal plane with position"controled manipulator 
which isn't made th母endefector's sti魁1esslower as one of solutions for collision problem. Also， we 
























































































































































c = (Cx，Cy) :回転中心の座標








Fo = 1;0 +五。 (3.説
。並進方向の力の式
120 = (m十M)α。+G!O・ μ(m+M) g 
(3.3) 
e回転方向のトノレクの式
14十地-c川 'y-Cy} I 








































































Tn .欄虫点の位置ベクトルι= (CXO，CyO) :回転中心の位置ベクトル













io = Co +1，。




























1.[ =C] +H[ 
;] = Cl+1[ 
j] =C[ +J[ 






























































































































-21.6 冒0.116 -2.7 0.005 





hの hの iの iの jの Jの kの Kの
x座標 y座標 x座標 y座標 x摩擦 y座標 x摩擦 y座標
0.848 -0.14 1.046 ・0.148 1.057 0.05 0.858 0.058 
0.849 -0.13 1.047 -0.147 1.067 0.049 0.868 0.068 
0.85 -0.123 1.047 -0.148 1.076 0.048 0.878 0.077 
0.851 -0.111 1.046 -0.149 1.087 0.046 0.891 。町085
0.853 -0.101 1.046 -0.149 1.096 0.043 0.903 0.093 
0.854 -0.098 1.046 -0.149 1.1 0.043 0.907 0.096 
0.855 -0.095 1.046 -0.149 1.102 0.041 0.91 0.097 
0.858 -0.084 1.045 -0.149 1.113 0.038 0自25 0.105 
0.86 ・0.087 1.045 -0.149 1.12 0.036 0.934 0.109 
座標の単位は (m)
表2 対象物の四隅の座標の実測値
hの hの iの iの jの jの kの kの
x密謀 y摩擦 x座標 x座標 x座標 y庭綴 x座標 y座標
0.85 -0.15 1.05 句。15 1.05 0.05 0.85 0.05 
。.85 -0.148 1.05 -0.157 1.059 日.042 0.859 0.051 
0.851 ・0.142 1.05 -0.16 1.07 0.038 0.869 0.057 
。.851 -0.134 1.049 -0.162 1.077 0.036 0.879 0.064 
0.851 -0.125 1.048 -0.163 1.085 0.034 0.889 0.071 
0.851 -0.117 1.046 -0.164 1.092 0.031 0.898 0.077 
日.851 -0.11 1.043 -0.165 1.099 0.027 0.907 0.083 












0.05 m ゅ〆持 4ト iの座探
Om / 
/戸唱地 --Jの座標
-0田村日 1m n n m →←kの座標
-0.1 m 
-O.15m 書
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